
FRITZ-PAK NCA

Non-chloride set accelerator in powdered form, packaged in 
water soluble bags for easy addition to concrete ready mix 
trucks.  Does not contain calcium chloride.

22-98450  Box of 8 (5 lb.) Packs

Spec Sheet
MSDS

MINI DELAYED SET

Small bag of retarder for emergencies, small concrete 
batches, concrete pump hoppers or wash water stabilization.  
Normally, one bag will delay the set of one yard of concrete 
for one hour.

22-95050  8 oz. Bag (packed 60 per case)

Spec Sheet
MSDS

SUPERCIZER 1

Superplasticizer that provides up to 20% water reduction.  
Maintains slump 30-60 minutes, depending on temperature.  
The product of choice for easier placement of concrete in 
slabs, walks, and mid-strength precast.  

22-95575  1.75 lb. Bag (packed 24 per case)

Spec Sheet
MSDS

SUPERCIZER 2

Extended slump plasticizer designed to extend slump 45-90 
minutes.  Excellent for warm and hot weather applications.  
Not recommended for cold weather use.  

22-95590  1.75 lb. Bag (packed 20 per case)

Spec Sheet
MSDS

http://www.fritzpak.com/pdfs/pb210_nca.pdf
http://fritzpak.com/pdfs/msds_nca.pdf
http://www.fritzpak.com/pdfs/pb105_mini-delayed-set.pdf
http://fritzpak.com/pdfs/msds_mini-delayed-set.pdf
http://www.fritzpak.com/pdfs/pb108_supercizer1.pdf
http://fritzpak.com/pdfs/msds_supercizer1.pdf
http://www.fritzpak.com/pdfs/pb103_supercizer2.pdf
http://fritzpak.com/pdfs/msds_supercizer2.pdf


SUPER SLUMP BUSTER

Reduces slump of concrete.  This admixture thickens the 
water in concrete, increasing the support capabilities of the 
aggregates.  Recommended for slipforming or concrete 
placed on slopes.

22-97180  8 oz. Bag (packed 60 per case)

Spec Sheet
MSDS

SLICK-PAK

A polymer-based concrete pump primer.  Slick-Pak 
eliminates problems associated with use of bentonite or 
similar materials for pump priming.

22-97134  8 oz. Bag (packed 60 per case)

Spec Sheet
MSDS

MORTAR SET ACCELERATOR

Non-choloride set accelerator packaged especially for 
contractors who use prepackaged concrete or mortar.  
Speeds up set time, but contains no chloride so it will not 
promote efflorescence and will not affect colored concrete.

Speeds up set time by 1-3 hours.• 
Dosage can be increased for faster acceleration.• 
Can be used in all weather.• 
Suitable for all kinds of concrete.• 

22-98454  5.6 oz bag. (packed 24 per case) 

Spec Sheet
MSDS

http://www.fritzpak.com/pdfs/pb144_super-slump-buster.pdf
http://www.fritzpak.com/pdfs/msds_super-slump-buster.pdf
http://www.fritzpak.com/pdfs/pb125_slick-pak.pdf
http://fritzpak.com/pdfs/msds_slickpak.pdf
http://www.fritzpak.com/pdfs/pbm100_mortar-set-accelerator.pdf
http://www.fritzpak.com/pdfs/msds_mortar-set-accelerator.pdf

